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Oakland Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee 
Minutes – August 18, 2011 
 
Meeting was called to order at 5:35 pm 
 
Attendees: Ann Killebrew, Brian Toy, Carol Levine, Chris Hwang, Daniel Schulman, 
Dave Campbell, Jason Patton, Jennifer Stanley, Midori Tabata, Rebecca Saltzman, 
Robert Prinz, Christina Ferracane, Sunny Nguyen, Christopher Kidd, Ronnie Spitzer, 
Lauren McFall, Gail Donaldson, Kate Jones, Michael Jones, Ken Lowney, Joel Tena 
 
Minutes of July meeting approved 
 
Peralta/Martin Luther King Jr Streetscape Project 
This item was presented by Gail Donaldson of Gates + Associates and Sunny Nguyen of 
CEDA Redevelopment. This project consists of two separate streets with two different 
concepts.  These streets were selected with direction from the community.  MLK is 
designated as a citywide pedestrian route but is not included in the bike plan.  Peralta is a 
neighborhood pedestrian route and also designated as Class 2 in bike plan.  Community 
workshops have been held for each street.  MLK is overly wide for the traffic volumes 
that are carried.  A road diet was suggested with varying options to reduce road width. 
The community is most interested in adding bike lanes to narrow the street.  This would 
result in 7’ parking lane and 5’ bike lanes.  The BPAC was concerned that this was too 
narrow to keep bicyclists safely outside the ‘door zone’ and that bicyclists may be better 
served with a sharrow treatment.  City staff stated that this configuration is not optimal 
but it is the same as what was installed on nearby West and Market Sts.; this 
configuration was selected to avoid the potential that this road space might be give to 
other uses (such as wider median) if bike lanes are not striped.  Other areas of concern for 
MLK are the freeway overpasses.  It is proposed that these sections be improved with 
better lighting and possibly some art.  Improvements were prioritized to be implemented 
as funds are available.  The road diet is #1 priority with the community. 
 
At the Peralta workshop there was consensus among attendees for bike lanes. There is 
adequate road space to provide these.  There was also interest in roundabouts in several 
locations as well as reconfiguring the awkward intersections resulting from the angled 
orientation of Peralta.  Thoughts were to narrow pedestrian distances and use extra road 
space to add green areas.  The top priorities for the Peralta corridor were to celebrate 
community history, add street trees and repair/add sidewalks. 
 
The draft plan is expected next month.  Comments/questions from BPAC include: 

 Does MLK project go all the way Grand? YES 
 Concern that on MLK a 7’ parking/5’ bike lane is too narrow, that a minimum 6’ 

bike lane is necessary. Suggestion to have a more ample bike lane only in one 
direction with other part of couplet on West St. Or can the center lane be 
eliminated? 

 Commented that landscaping on roundabouts needs to be maintained so as not to 
create a hazard 
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 There is a need to focus on merging Peralta with the regular grid system. 
 Crossing of Peralta and Mandela Pkwy needs to be treated 
 Neither of these streets are in the bike plan priority list for the next bikeways to 

implement that was shared with the BPAC last month. There was expressed 
concern that other higher priority projects will be bumped. Jason explained that 
other priorities (particularly resurfacing) influence what work will come next, and 
that the bike plan priority list works on a parallel track. 

Contact Gail Donaldson at gail@dgates.com or Sunny Nguyen at 
msnguyen@oaklandnet.com 
 
College Ave Safeway Redesign Project  
Ken Lowney, of Lowney Architects presented this item for the College Ave Safeway 
redesign project.  This project is located at Claremont and College avenues.  It would 
include a two-story facility with ground-level parking under the Safeway store on the 2nd 
level, a public rooftop garden and new retail facing College Avenue with significant 
pedestrian improvements along that side (widened sidewalk, landscaping, outdoor seating 
and bicycle parking. Long-term parking would be provided in cages within the garage.  
The parking lot entrance on College Avenue would be entrance only with exits on 
Claremont.  Parking for 90 bicycles would be provided.  Comments from some BPAC 
members included: 

 Is there potential to close the 62nd Street leg of the intersection to simplify 
intersection for all? Not part of this project. 

 Exchange bike cages for bike racks in garage close to entry vestibules. 
 Provide bike cages for employees on 2nd floor employee parking lot. 
 Add a two way route at entrance for bicycles. 

 
Lake Merritt Station Area Plan 
This item was presented by Christina Ferracane, Strategic Planning Division.  This 
project is being done in partnership with BART and Peralta Community College. 
Community workshop and a community stakeholder group are providing input.  There 
has been significant pedestrian input on pedestrian issues but little to date from bicyclists. 
An open house to present alternatives will be held on Monday September 12.  Go to 
www.business2oakland.com/lakemerrittsap to learn more.  Staff will come back to BPAC 
in December with the Draft Plan. 
 
The transportation goals shared by participants at the last workshop include improve 
pedestrian safety – slow traffic, add lighting, improved street crossing, handle the barrier 
created by I-880, and provide better bike access.  Participants suggested that the higher 
volume streets get better lighting, street trees and intersection improvements, and that 
streets with excess capacity would get lane reductions, and one-way to two-way 
conversions, intersection improvements particularly at Laney College and the freeway 
interchanges. Major access routes are on Madison and Oak to connect Lake Merritt with 
Jack London Square. 
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Department of Energy (DOE)-Funded Bikeway Striping Project Begins!  
Jennifer Stanley shared the draft schedule for the DOE bikeway striping projects (some 
will begin next week) and asked for ideas and assistance in publicizing this work. 
Jennifer will follow up with updated schedule and discussion will continue next month.  
In the meantime, others will coordinate with their groups to combine efforts to develop 
and publicize an event(s). Rebecca Saltzman agreed to lead BPAC effort to publicize the 
project.  Midori Tabata agreed to work with Rebecca. 
 
Meeting was adjourned at 7:40pm 
 
Minutes respectfully submitted by Carol Levine 
 
 
Attachments (handouts at meeting): 
Project description, Martin Luther King Jr Way / Peralta Streetscape Project 
Lake Merritt Station Area Plan newsletter, June 2011 
Bikeway striping contract C389410 map and tentative schedule 
Public Works Agency Oakland Streets flyer 
 





















� The City of Oakland has 806 miles of City-maintained
streets. Streets vary from two-lane (local) streets to six-lane
arterials (major streets). Buses use 150 miles of streets; 80 miles
of streets have designated bikeways. Oakland also maintains
225 pedestrian paths.

� Oakland’s street quality ranks 98th out of 109 Bay Area
cities. The Metropolitan Transportation Commission uses the
Pavement Condition Index (PCI) to rate streets from Excellent
(score of 90 – 100) to Poor (score of 0 – 49). Based on a 2010
survey, Oakland’s three-year average PCI is 56. The Bay
Area average PCI is 66.

� If streets were maintained more often, the total cost of
street maintenance would actually decrease. The average
cost of street work is:

$ 5 per square yard for preventive maintenance
$ 20 per square yard for light resurfacing
$ 40 per square yard for heavy resurfacing
$140 per square yard for reconstruction

The cost of deferred maintenance reinforces the adage
“Pay me now, or pay me later.”

� Oakland would need to spend $28M per year just to
maintain the existing pavement condition. Unfortunately, the
City’s budget for street renovation is just a fraction of that:

FISCAL YEAR RESURFACING NOTES

2010-2011 $9.3M Includes $7M of ARRA (federal economic

stimulus) funding

2011-2012 $6.3M Entire amount is County/State/Federal funds

2012-2013 $4.3M Entire amount is County/State/Federal funds

� The backlog of streets needing work is $435M and growing.

OAKLAND STREETS
FACT SHEETPublic

Works Agency



Q. What is a pothole?
A. A pothole is a defect in streets caused by lack of preventive maintenance.
Potholes represent the early stages of a disintegrating and failing pavement.
Potholes are created by lack of surface protection against moisture. As rain
works its way under the surface and the sub-base of a street, cracks start
developing and gradually grow larger and larger. With traffic pounding over
the surface, segments begin to separate from pavement, leading to the creation
of potholes. This is especially problematic on heavily traveled streets carrying
trucks and buses. It is important to note that funds and efforts expended for
pothole repairs provide stopgap measures and do not improve overall pavement
condition. The same pavement, without resurfacing or reconstruction, will simply
experience more potholes, disintegrate and fail.

Q. Why isn’t there enough money for street maintenance?
A. In part, improvements in fuel efficiency have led to lower gas tax revenue for
cities. For example, in 1993, cars averaged 10 miles per gallon and the Gas Tax
was $0.18 per gallon. Today, cars get 30 miles per gallon, yet the Gas Tax is still
$0.18 per gallon. As a result, we’re driving more and paying less. The price of
asphalt has also quadrupled in the last decade. Finally, the loss of sales tax and
property tax revenue caused by the current recession has dramatically reduced
the City’s ability to pay for street maintenance.

Q. Is my street scheduled for paving?
A. The City’s Five-Year Paving Prioritization Plan can be viewed online at
www.oaklandpw.com. Oakland is on an 85-year repaving schedule, meaning that
a street that is repaved today won’t be repaved again for another 85 years.

Q. What will happen to the rest of the streets?
A. Federal economic stimulus funds and state bond funds will allow 20 miles
of major streets to be paved in Spring 2011 (out of the approximately 450 miles
that need paving). Passage of Alameda County’s $10 surcharge on vehicle
registration will provide about $1.5M per year (allowing for resurfacing of 4 miles)
also starting in 2011. Beyond that, City streets will continue to deteriorate until
additional paving money is provided.

Q. How do you determine which streets are going to be paved?
A. It’s much cheaper to preserve a street by resurfacing it than it is to rebuild a
damaged street ($20 per square yard to resurface vs. $140 per square yard to
reconstruct). So for the same amount of money we can raise the condition of one
city block from Poor to Excellent (pavement reconstruction), or we can improve
seven city blocks from Fair to Excellent (pavement preservation). For this reason,
we spend 80% of our scarce resources on Fair streets and only 20% on Poor
streets. Preserving what we have must continue until additional paving money
becomes available.

OAKLAND STREETS
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONSPublic

Works Agency

TO REPORT
POTHOLES
Please call the
Oakland Public
Works Call Center
(510) 615-5566
to report potholes and
other infrastructure
issues, or go to
www.oaklandpw.com
to report a problem
online.


